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THE LAW OF EXPONENTIAL DECAY

FOR EXPANDING TRANSFORMATIONS OF

THE UNIT INTERVAL INTO ITSELF

BY

M. JABLOÑSKI

Abstract. Let 77: [0,1] -» [0,1] be an expanding map of the unit interval and let

£E(.x) be the smallest integer n for which T"(x) s [0, e[; that is, it is the random

variable given by the formula

£E(x) = min{n: T"(x) < e).

It is shown that for any z ~z 0 and for any integrable function /: [0,1] -» R+ the

measure \í¡ (where ¡i is Lebesgue measure and \í¡ is defined by dfi¡ = fd\i) of the set

of points x for which |f(x) < z/e tends to an exponential function of z as e tends to

zero.

1. Introduction. Denote by ju Lebesgue measure and by Ü the space of all

integrable functions defined on [0,1]. Let /: [0,1] -» R+ be an integrable function

with 11/11 = fofdfi = 1. Denote by pf the measure with density/; that is,

r»/(^) = if dp
A

for all measurable sets A.

In [1] A. Lasota and J. A. Yorke have proved that for any expanding transforma-

tion T: [0,1] -» [0,1] there exists a constant a such that for any smooth function/:

[0,1] -» R+ such that f¿fd¡i = 1 and for any z > 0

limF,(/,z/e)= 1 -e'n,
e-»0

where Fc(f, t) = p.f{x: £t(x) < t), £e(x) = max(«: Tk(x) < 1 for all k = 0,1,..., zz)

and Te = (1 + e)T. Using some generalizations of this theorem it is possible to

explain some interesting physical and biological phenomena (see [10, 17]). The

Lasota-Yorke Theorem is related to the family of transformations Te. It is quite

natural to ask if the same kind of behavior, exponential decay, may be observed in

dynamical systems governed by one transformation. The aim of the present paper is

to give a partial positive answer to this question. It is interesting that this new

problem requires also a new and more complicated technique. In our theorem we put

Te = T instead of Te = (1 + e)T and we define £E by the following formula:

¿„(x) = min{zz: T"(x) < e).
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To prove this theorem we show that the function 7^(2) = lime^0FE(/, z/e) is a

solution of the linear differential equation F'(z) = a - oF(z).

In §2 we state the main theorem. In §3 we prove some necessary lemmas and the

theorem. In the last section we state final remarks.

2. The law of exponential decay for expanding transformations. Let 0 = a0 < ax <

■ ■ ■ < am = 1 be a partition of the unit interval and let T: [0,1) -» [0,1) satisfy

the following conditions:

(i) For any i (i = 1,..., m) the restriction T¡ of T to the interval [a¡_,, a¡) is a

bijection of class C2 which can be extended to a function of class C2 on the closed

interval [û,-_,, a¡].

(ii) Tt{at.x) = 0, ^([fl,.,, a,)) = [0,1), i = 1,2,..., m.

(iii) s0 « mi(T) > 1.

It is well known that for such a transformation T there exists an absolutely

continuous measure v invariant under T(i.e., v(T~x(A)) = v(A) for each measurable

A) with density gv (see [3, 4]) satisfying

(1) l/c<g„<c

for some c > 0. Moreover, gv is continuous (see [8]).

Put a = g„(0)(l - (rr')'(O)). We have the following

Theorem I. If T: [0,1) -* [0,1) satisfies condition (i)-(iii), then, for any nonnega-

tive f g Lx such that ||/|| = 1 and for any z > 0, we have

lim Fc(f, z/e) = 1 -e-°z,
E-0

where Fc(f, t) = ¡xf{x: |e(x) < t).

Remark. It is easy to see that

W.O-M/ U  r-([o,e]).

Therefore, the thesis of Theorem 1 may also be expressed by the formula

lim/J     U     r-"([0, e])) = 1 - e-".
e->0       \Oín<;/í /

3. Auxiliary lemmas and proof of Theorem 1. Let T: [0,1) -» [0,1)   be a

measurable nonsingular function, i.e., if A is measurable, p(A) = 0 implies

¡í(T'x(A)) = 0. Given T, the Frobenius-Perron operator PT: Lx -» L1 is given by the

formula

(PTf){x) = 4zi    , /(*)*•
"x •/7'-1 ([0,x ))

The operator PT is linear, continuous and satisifes the following conditions:

(a) PT is positive: / > 0 => T'y-/ > 0.

(b) Pr preserves the integral

fpTfdp=(lfdp,      fsLx.
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(c) PTn = Pj, where T" denotes the zith iterate of T.

(d) PTf = /iff the measure dvT = fdfi is invariant under T.

(e) For any/ e Ü and for any g e L°°, /0'g • Pr/¿ju = /0'(g o 7)/^.

We also have the following

Theorem 2. 7/ T satisfies conditions (i)-(iii), then there exist constants K > 0,

C > 0 ««i/ 0 < s < 1 such that for any nonnegative function f with bounded variation

on [0,1]

(2) IPrf-gMfWl is"K\ V/+CII/H

where V0 denotes the variation of f over [0,1].

The proof of this theorem is given in [5].

Let T satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) and let Q„ denote the zz th Cartesian product of

the set {1,2,..., m). For any i e g, = (1,2,..., m) and any (/,, i2,..., ir) e Qr put

<P, = r,-1, <Pi.,,. = <P,r° ••• °<P,, and A,^.,r = ?,„...,,r([0,1)). It is obvious that

A, , are intervals, their end points form the partition corresponding to the

transformation Tr and

( t>„.r = 9,.„
Lemma 1. There exists a constant M such that for every r > 0 and every (ix, z2,.

ir) ^  Qr

(3)

i
V
o

/

g,0<P„.¡,
K.>r\

'K.J < M.

(4)

Proof. For some constant L we have

fl„„ir(y)
^L

whenever x, y e [0,1) , r > 0 and (i„..., z'r) e Qr (see [7]).  Since V¿g„ < oo (see

[2]) and

i
V
0

«Pi,

""»v..,'K....J
1        K.,J    ,      , '   ki

<   V g.SUp-r--r + (SUpgJ V"K.J 0   "K,.J

to prove the lemma it is sufficient to show that there exists a constant Mx such that

for every r > 0 and every (ix, i2,..., ir) e gr

(5)

and

(6)

<Pi,
sup

-ve[0,l)   "(A,.J
<M,

1        m'

v   |y"--J
0   "(A,,.J

<M,.
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By the mean value theorem there exists ffe(0,l) such that

(7) m(A„.,) = <.ir(0).

Thus, by (1) and (4) we obtain (5).

We have

(8)
h,. ■■.',!v    "*

0 "K.J
i     /-i,     i

"(A/,.ir)J°

and, moreover, by the assumptions on T

<p n?i'9i.«■
7=1

J      ".'7-1

(7-1 /        r

£ n «p;° ?,-,.,,_, \Wij° «p.-,,....,,_,)<p;.z,_,i n «pí,» <p„.,■
Z-l \/>-l / \/>=7+!

<l<p-     IE^ I Tl,,.. .,lr\    L-l

7=1

7=1

sup <p;
«Pi„...,!;

<|<P„.,-Jsup
7     L^e[0-D

,-1

7=1

inf<p,.

(   sup   (p")(    inf   <p')
.l,e[0,l)       A.ve[0,l)    ■

<K.i\M2

for some A/2. Therefore, by (1), (4), (7) and (8) we have

-<cp(\.¡)mJ |ç>;.¡\ds0 'K.J

•P-,

'0

■*'f

«Pi,.,-,(*)
ris < cM2L.

This ends the proof of the lemma.

For T satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) we define tj(/,,..., ir, q, e) by

"K.irnT-q([0,e)))

= "K.,>([0, e]) +'(A,,.JrdO.eDiiii,,...,/„«,«).

It is well known that the transformation T is mixing; that is,

lim v(A n T~"(B)) = v(A)v(B)
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whenever A c [0,1) and B cz [0,1) are measurable. The following lemma gives us

an estimation of the rate of convergence of the sequence v(A n T~"(B)) with

A = A(i    , and 77 = [0, e].

Lemma 2. There exists K > 0 and 0 < s < 1 such that for q > r,

max{\7](ix,...,ir,q,e)\: (ix,..., ir) e Qr)Ks''~r.

Proof. By simple computations we obtain

(9) Prf=      L     /(«Pz,.,r)k',.J
'l.i,-'

From (e) we have

"(A.(rnr'([0,e]))-/'l(|.iMo,t](T")dv

= fp?{g,hx.Jv.]4»,

where 1,     , and lrn,, denote the characteristic functions of the intervals Ay     , and

[0, e], respectively. Therefore

HA„.,,nr-«([o, «]))-*(*,,.,>([o,e])|

= |/'^(^„.ir)l[o.e]^- /'"(A*,.JW'^
KO •'O

<j[]iiM(^(fciíl.J-&*K.J)K

</i([0,e])   sup   |p¿(g,l.J-g^K,.Jl-
-ve[0,l)

Moreover, by (9), the definition of <p,     , and the definition of A,     ,, we obtain

f    ft1.,.I,    \        ft («Pi,.j|«Pi,.rj

(10)

(11)

Since

i "(A,.J|"        r(A,.J-

M^,.J-ft"(A,.J| = "(A,,...,J
i      /el.

Pr
w

"(A,.,,)/

and

fPr•'n

6v   i,,... ,ir /•!     gyl||.if

^ = /   "77.-V^ =■'o v A,      ,(A„.J ^K.J
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by (d), (11), Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 we have, for some M > 0 and 5 e (0, 1),

supl/^Ul,-,.ir)-gXh.Jl

= "(A,|.Jsup

< "•A.,,)s<

pq-r

1

V
o

P'
av   I|,... ,ir

'(*..))

O y V T/| ,. . . ,/r / | T /1 ,. . . ,ir

'K.J + c

<"K.J(M+C)j*-'.

This, (1) and (10) give us the thesis of the lemma.

For the sake of convenience, set A,     , = A„,, where w = (/,,..., ir) e Qr

Lemma 3. If T satisfies conditions (i)-(iii), then, for every e e (0,1), the measure v

of the union of the intervals Aw such that

Ûr'({£})nâ„*o
/c=0

ie/i<7s io zero geometrically as r - p -» oo ; r/zai z's, i/zeve exz'síi a constant M indepen-

dent of p, e and r such that, for r > p,

E E v(Aw)^Msg-r.
k = 0 A„.n7-*({E»*0

Proof. It is obvious that A(i    lf n T-k({e}) * 0 iff e e r*(A(li...,,,) = A,,    ,r(t

and, moreover, Tk(A¡t,) = Tk(AJ¡    Jr) iff i, = ./,,..., zr-z< =Jr-k- Hence, since

A,-     ,   t are disjoint sets, there exists w0 = (ix,..., i°_k) e Qr-k such that A,     ,

n'r-r({e)) - 0   iff z, = /«?,..., /r_t = ir°_k;  that is, A„     , n 7^((£}) * ¿"iff

r*(A,.,r) = AMV Therefore

U        AH.=        U        «j>,,_t+1.,,(AJ = T-k(Aj
4,.nrl((e))*o 'V-zt+i.'r=1

and, consequently, since ^preserves v, p(A¡t    ,- ) < jó" and Aw are disjoint sets, by

( 1 ) we have

E r(A„) = '(^(Aj) = KAWo) < c,t(AWo) < «*"'.
Äwnr'((e))*o

This implies the thesis of the lemma.

Put   77(z, e) = F-'flO, e])   and   /!(*:, p, e) = U f=/t5(/, e).   Let   the   function

/?( /z, g, e2) be given by the formula

v(A(0, p,ex)n B(q, e2)) = v(A(0, p, ex))v([0, e2]) + R(p, q, e2)v([0, e2]).

An estimation similar to that of Lemma 2 is given in the following.
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Lemma 4. For T satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) there exist constants M and 0 < s < 1

such that, for p < q and e2 e (0,1), we have

\R(p,q,e2)\^Ms^")/2.

Proof. Let r be a natural number such that p < r < q and let Ex be the union of

the intervals A,     , such that A,     , c A(0, p, ex); that is,

£. = U A„.,..
íí^.¡rCA(0,p,ex)

We denote by E2 the union of the intervals A, . such that A, ¡ n A(0, p, e,) *

0 and A, , <£ A(0, p, ex). It is obvious that, for every interval A,- ¡ from the

union E2, there exists zz < p such that A, , n r_"((E1}) * 0 and, moreover, by

Lemma 3

(12) p(E2)*Ms$-'

for some M independent of p, r and e,. Since Ex n E2 = 0, for w e £>,., we have

K^(0, />, e,) n £(<?, e2)) - „(.4(0, p, e1))r([0,e2])|

= \v(Ex n B(q, e2)) + r(£2 n A(0, p,ex)n B(q, e2)) - v(Ex)p([0, e2])

-v(E2nA(0,p,ex))v([0,e2})\

= 1   E   v(A„nB(q,e2))+    E   "(A. H ¿(0, p, ex) n B(?, e2))
AH,c£, A„.cE2

-     E   "(AjF([0,e2])-    E   r(Awn^(0,jp,«I))r([0,e2])
A,c£, A„.c£2

< E   "(AJi'([0,e2])|T,(W,9,e2)|+    E   KAM,n77(^,E2))
i„c£, A„.c£2

+    E   "(Ajr([0,e2])
A„c£2

^m«h(W,?,e2)|p([0,e2])   E   "(AJ+    E   KAw)i-([0, e2])
M'eÖ' i»c£, A„,c£2

+    E    v(K)i>([0,e2])\T1(w,q,e2)\+p([0,e2])v(E2)
A„c£2

< max |t,(w, q, e2)\v([0, e2])i>(A(0, p, ex)) + 2v(E2)v([0, e2])

+ max |r/(w, q, e2)\v(E2)v([0, e2]).
»eg,

Hence, putting r = max{n < (q + p)/2), by Lemma 2 and (12) we obtain the thesis

of the lemma.

It is obvious that, for T satisfying conditions (i)-(iii), the sequence <p"(ax) is

decreasing and (p"(ax) -> 0 as n -» oo. For e < ax put

m(e) = max(zz e TV: (p"(a,) > e).
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Lemma 5. For any p > u(e) + 1 we have

v(A(0,p+ l,e))-v(A(0,p,e))

= [„([0, e]) - „(«p.QO, e]))][l - v(A(0, p - u(e) + 1, e))]

+ R(p-u(e)+ l,p,<px(e))p([0,<px(e)])

-R(p- u(e) + l,p+ l,e)r([0,e]).

Remark. If we divide the last equality by e we obtain an approximation of a

differential equation for which the limit function F(gv, z) = lim£^0Ff(g,,, z/e) is a

solution.

Proof of Lemma 5. Let e < ax. It is obvious that

v(T-x([o,e})\[o,e]) = v([o,e])-v(<px([o,e})).

Therefore, since T preserves v,

(13) ,(r-/-,([0,e])\r-'([0,e])) = »'(7,",(^,([0,e])\[0,e]))

= v([0,e])-v(cpx([0,e})).

By the definition of u(e), for 1 < i < u(e), we have

(7-'([o,E])\r-'+1([o,E]))n[o,e]= 0

and, consequently,

(14) (T-"~x([0, e]) n T~r([0, e])) n lW([0, e]) = 0

wheneverp - j < u(e) - 1. Equalities ( 13) and (14) for p - k < u(e) - 1 give us

(15) v(A(k, p+l, e)\A(k, p, e)) = „([0, e]) - „(<p,([0, e])).

It is easy to see that, for z < u(e),

[o,E]nr-'([o,E]) = <p',([o,e]).

Therefore, for p - i < «(e) - 1, we have

(16) r-'([0, e]) n r-'-'([0, e]) = T-([0, e}) n 7-^, + '([0, e])

= r-'(.pf+'-([o,E])).

Moreover, since

m

r-v((pf+1^([o,E]))=    U   <p„.,>rw([o,e]))
m.O"1

we have, for z > j,

(17) 7^(<pf+1^([0,E]))cr-'(<pf+1-'([0,E])).

From (16) and (17), for/7 - k < u(e) - 1, we obtain

(18) A(k, p, e) n r-'-'ÜO, e]) = 7^(<p,([0, e])).

It is easy to verify that

(19)
v(A (J B U C) - p(A O B) = v((B U C)\B) - v(A n C) + v(A n B n C).
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Thus,   setting  A = A(0, p - «(e) + 1, e),   B = A(p - u(e) + 2, p, e)   and   C =

T-P- '([0, e]), from (15), (18) and (19) we have

v(A(0,p+ l,e))-(A(0,p,e))

= v(A(p- u(e) + 2, p + l,e)\A(p - u(e) + 2, p, e))

-„(^(0, p - u(e) + 1, e) n T-"~x([0, e]))

+ v(A(0,p - u(e) + l,e)nA(p- u(e) + 2,p,e)n r-'_1([0, e]))

= v([0, e]) - v(<px([0, e])) - v(A(0, p - «(e) + 1, e))v([0, e])

-R(p-u(e) + l,p+ l,e)z7([0,e])

+ v(A(0, p - u(e) + I, e))v(<px([0, e]))

+ R(p- u(e) + l,p,<px(e))r([0,<px(e)]).

This gives us the thesis of the lemma.

A sequence of functions {/„)"= ],/„: [a, b] -* R, is said to be quasi-equicontinuous

on [a, b] if for every t] > 0 there exist n0 and 8 > 0 such that

\fn(x)-fn(y)\<*

whenever \x - y\ < 8, x, y e [a, b], and n > n0.

We shall need the following generalization of the Arzela Theorem.

Theorem (Arzela). If a sequence [fn}™=x,f„: [a, b] -» R, is uniformly bounded on

[a, b] and quasi-continuous on [a, b], then:

(i) {/„}^L ] contains a uniformly convergent subsequence {/„ }.

(ii) limj_+xfn is a continuous function.

The proof of this theorem is identical with that of the well-known Arzela

Theorem.

The following two lemmas are easy to verify.

Lemma 6. Let {/„)"= i be a sequence of piecewise linear and continuous functions

from [a, b] into R. If fn is uniformly convergent to a function f and the sequences

(/„'+}^°=i and {/„'_}"_, of the right and the left derivatives of the functions /„ are

uniformly convergent to a continuous function f then f has the continuous derivative and

/=  lim/;+=  lim /„'.= /'.
n->oo n—> oo

Lemma 7. Let us consider a family offunctions (/E)£e/0,i] such thatft: [0, oo) -» [0,1].

If there exists a function f such that for any sequence en -* 0 and any a > 0 there exists

a subsequence en of en such that f -> / uniformly on [0, a], then there exists lime_0/f

and, for any a > 0,/£ converges uniformly on [0, a].

Now, we prove Theorem 1 in the case where/ = gv.

Lemma 8. If T satisfies conditions (i)-(iii), then for z ¿> 0

limFe(gv, z/e) = 1-e-*,
£^0

where o = gv(0\\ - <p'x(0)).
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Proof. Put Fe(z/e) = FE(gv, z/e). According to the Remark which follows the

statement of Theorem 1, Fe(z/e) is given by the formula

Ft(z/e) = v[     U     T-"([0,e])\ = v(A(0,[z/e],e)),

where [t} = max{n sS t, n e N). By this, for zx > z2, we have

[-Vf]

|F£(z,/e) - F(z2/e)| < v(A([z2/e), [zx/e], e)) <      £     r(7"-([0, e]))

« = [-2A]

= z>([0, e])([z,/e] - [z2/e]) < (z, - z2 + e)c,

where c is given by (1). Therefore, for any sequence en converging to zero the

sequence of functions Fe(z/en) is quasi-equicontinuous on [0, oo) . Hence, from

F (z/en) < 1, by the Arzela Theorem it follows that for any e„ -* 0 and any a > 0

there exists a subsequence e„ such that Fe (z/en ) is uniformly convergent on [0, a].

Now, let us assume that Fe(z/en) is uniformly convergent on [0, a] as n -» oo for

some sequence e„ -» 0 and some a > 0. Denote by Gn(z) (n = 1,2,... ) the piece-

wise linear and continuous function with vertices at the points ([z/e„]e„, Fe (z/e,,)).

It is obvious that the function G„(z) is an approximation of the piecewise constant

function Fe(z/en) and, moreover,

\G„(z) - F„Jiz/en)\ <|7-J(z + ej/ej - F(z/en)\ < ,([0, ej) < cen.

Consequently, the sequence Gn(z) is uniformly convergent on [0, a] to the same

function as Fe(z/en).

By definition of G„(z) the right and the left derivative of G„ are given by formulas

7;n((z + E„)/E„)-Fjz/Ej
G«+U) =-:-

v(A(0,[z/en] + l,en))-v(A(0,[z/e„],en))

En

whenever z e [zce„,(â: + l)e„) n [0, a], k = 0,1,..., and

F£((z + e„)/E„)-7v(z/E„)
<?-(*)«

,(/l(0,[z/Ej + l,£j)-,(/((0,[z/eJ,E„))

£„

whenever z g (zce„, (z< + 1)e„] n [0, a]. Therefore, by Lemma 5, for any a e (0, a]

and for any sufficiently large zz, we have

[K[0,eJ)-*(«P,([0,6B]))]
(20)   g,;+(z)

x[\-v(A(0,[z/e„]-u(en) + \,e„))]

+ R([z/e„]- u(e„) + l,[z/en],<px(e„))v([0,<px(e„)])e-„x

-R([z/e„] - u(en) + 1,[z/e„] + 1, e>([0, eJK'.
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Since g„ is continuous, we have

(21)

hm  K[0.eJ)-K«P.([0^n]))  _   Hm   KtO^J)  _ "(«Pi([0.eJ))«P.(«»)
n —oo en n —oo £„ <px(en)en

-g,(0)-g,(0)9i(0).

Moreover, since <p"<En)(a,) > e„,

*(¿(0, [z/e„], e„)) - v(A(0,[z/en] - u(en) + 1, £„))

v(A([z/en] - u(en), [z/e„], eJ) < «(e>([0, £„])

C«(E„V([0,Ej)<C«(E„)rt([0,<pf •>(„,)])

<cu(eII)(maxç',),,(0<«'(«-K""(0

and, consequently,

(22)
lim (l-p(A(0,[z/ef,]-u(en) + l,e„)))=   lim (l - v(A(0,[z/en], en)))

n -» oo n -» oo

= 1-    lim Fjz/£„)= l-F(z),
n —> 00

where TXz) = lim„_007r (z/en). From (20)-(22) and Lemma 4 it follows that, for

z g (0, a], there exists lim,,^^ C7,i+(z) ar)d

lim G„+(z) = a(l - F(z)).
n-»oo

Moreover, since F(0) = lim^^T; (0/e„) = hrn,,^ z<([0, £,,]) = 0 and

p([0,en]uTx([0,en]))-v([0,en})
GB'+(0) =

v([0,e,,])-v([0,<px([0,en]))

by (21), there exists lim,,^^ G,;+(0) and

lim G'n+(z) = o(\ - F(z))
«-* oo

also at z = 0. Similarly, we may show that, for z e (0, a], there exists lim G¿_(z) and

lim G„'_(z) = a(l -F(z)).
n—*cc

Consequently, by Lemma 6, for z e [0, a], we have

F'(z) = o(l-F(z)).

Therefore, since F(0) = 0, for z g [0, a] the function F(z) is given by the formula

F(z) = 1 - é>-°-\

Hence, by Lemma 7, we obtain the thesis of the lemma.
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Proof of Theorem 1. For any nonnegative/ g Lx such that ||/|| = 1, we have

\F.(f, z/e) - Fe(gr, z/e)\ = \pf(A{0, [z/e], e)) - v(A(0, [z/e], e))|

f fdfi- f gvdp
JA(0,[z/e],e) JA(0,[z/e], e)

^ f fdp -  i       ■      fdfí
JA(0,[z/e],e) JA(q,[z/e],e)

f i dp- \ gvdv
JA(q,[z/e],e) J A(q,[z/f],e)

f gvdli- Í gvdp
JA(q,\z/t\,t) JA(0,[z/e],e)

sí f fdv + L- I g,dp.
A(0,q,e)

( (Pff-g,)dp
JA(0,[z/e]-q,e)

Since Pf7/ is convergent in L'-norm to gv (see [4]), from the last inequality with

q = [ln[z/E]] and from Lemma 8 we obtain the thesis of Theorem 1.

4. Final remarks. Let Ae c [0,1] be an interval with p(Ae) = e. Put %A(x)

= min{zz: T"(x) g a,} and Ft(f, z/e) = pf{x: £A(x) < z/e}, where /g Lx, /> 0

and 11/11 = 1. Then, under additional assumptions about the family of sets Ae, we

may prove the theorem similar to Theorem 1 ; that is, there exists a > 0 such that

limF£(/,z/E)=l -e"".
E^O

This is true, for example, if there exists x0 such that x0 is the left end point of any

interval Ae and there exists k such that Tk(x0) = x0.

We may state a similar theorem for expanding mappings T: M -» M of a

connected C°°-manifold into itself. The proof of such a theorem is similar to the

proof of Theorem 1, but presents more technical difficulties.
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